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About This Game

Filthy Lucre is a tactical stealth HEIST game that gamers can play in single player and co-op, both split screen and online. With
15 missions across 5 locations, there are 30+ upgradable weapons and gadgets to unlock.

Missions can be approached in a variety of ways. Stay low, in cover, silent as the grave with a hand-full of throwing knives, or
try planting a remote mine and waiting for the right moment to hit the trigger… just don’t forget to clean up after yourself and

move the body before it’s found!

Every session plays out differently based on your actions, once you’ve started to bring on the heat, enemies will react and
respond with brute force, so make sure you get out before the net closes in.

Work together to accomplish the perfect heist! Players can equip items like the noise maker that can pull guards off their patrol
routes to give them an opportunity for a silent takedown. In co-op, a well-timed diversion can allow players to sneak up on an

enemy and take them down leaving a friend free to grab the loot.

Set against backdrop of a gritty and crime wracked London, all missions are available at a glorious 60fps, in single player, local
co – op and online. Filthy Lucre has full keyboard, mouse & gamepad support, along with comprehensive Steam support

including Achievements and Trading Cards.

If you experience any issues playing Filthy Lucre, please let us know: support@fabrikgames.com
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Title: Filthy Lucre
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Fabrik Games Ltd
Publisher:
Fabrik Games Ltd
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-4440

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 460 or equivalent

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible card

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Swedish,Danish,Finnish
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it would be good for an "early access MOBILE GAME" but for so little content, few and far between updates, it doesnt fit its
price tag, granted its a small dev team but at least SOME posts keeping us in the loop of whats going on would have made me
feel better knowing that something would be done, its starting to feel like another one of those early access cash grabs. still for
what its worth its a fun game, if it was mobile you could complete it before you even finish a poop.

EDIT: After waiting this long for even a news update, i think everyone who purchased this game is in agreement it was nothing
but a cash grab, keep an eye out for this publishers name in future, fool me once, shame on you, fool me twice ....... TOTALLY
MESSED UP CONTROLS!!!!!! Who created this? People with no mice?
Why can't I use a friggin' MOUSE?! it's 2019 for crying out loud!
THE CONTROLS ARE HORRENDOUS!

Not made for people with regular hands and fingers.. This is a good game, I love the music, for 20 cents I think it was worth it.
Though that last level was a ♥♥♥♥♥. lt;3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3. This it Not real 3D VR
For example, old Doom 3 BFG Edition has bean added true VR 3D.
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This is my first review on a game and I had to say something to let people know. This game is not worth the asking price. It is
basic and not a good work out, you only use one hand for every sport. The baseball bat never hits the ball properly. This game is.
I would like to give good feedback because I like the idea but it is just too expensive and no one will be happy they spent the
money on it. The girl just stand next to you and say the same thing over and over.
I wont be playing this game again, it's just bad.
I will see if any updates come and fix it..
bring the price down a lot or make it free.. The game is a solid concept. The mechanics are simple to learn and there are many
different play-styles to try. A basic 'command and conquer' (the style, not the old title) strategy game which oozes with potential
if the developers would give it a little more attention (a few mechanics are not explained fully, there are more things that could
be added) and promotion (very few people I have come across, who would buy and play this game, know about it).

If you love good, pure strategy games this WOULD be the one for you... IF it actually had an active community. I recommend
the game highly, it's is very enjoyable and has ample replayability... if only if there were actually players to play against (AI get's
predictable, like all games). I live in hope that someday this will be more popular.. As a hobbist writer & avid P&P RPG player,
this tool has exceeded my expectations. The countless elements, timing, relatoins, & everything else my head tries to maintain
can now be put down in an elegant and manageable format. I've barely scratched the surface & it Articy:Draft2 is opening doors
& resolving story issues stopped by "writer's block". Creativity & writing just became exponentially more enjoyable.. I've used
this software for two prototypes now and I don't think I'll return for a third.

It's decent and would be fine if you wanted to mass produce very simple cards (like, if you wanted a TCG and didn't care about
the design that much, you just wanted an image and text in some simple arrangement), but there is just so much about this that
isn't user friendly in the slightest. They've made some minor updates that have fixed bugs, but unless there's a major overhaul to
the core design elements, I can't recommend it.

I wish I could be more detailed, but I'm exhausted from having spent the last two hours trying to get the software to do
something simple like change font size.. i recommend this.
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